Miata hid

Kudos to Miatagohard, this was an excellent write up:. Most installed based on convenience. I
wanted an OEM install with as little visible wiring as possible. I pulled the trigger and bought the
DDMTuning. The package shipped a day or so after the order and received it about a week after
the order. I decided to get the 35w kit to avoid any wiring problems. Some say you need to buy
the optional relay kit to avoid flicker. I wanted pure white so I opted for the k kit. The kit comes
with two H7 bulbs, two H7 bulb adapters, two slim ballasts, wires connectors, double sided
foam tape and a couple plastic zip ties. I thru the foam tape and zip ties on the shelf and opted
to use my 3M double sided trim adhesive tape and heavy duty black zip ties. The HID wiring
harnesses have some rubber grommets around the wiring. The H7 adapters and the factory
rubber headlight seal are sized perfectly so I elected to remove the grommet from the HID kit. I
wanted a clean install so I removed the bumper. I started by pulling the bolts from the top of the
bumper. I pulled a couple handfuls of plastic clips from inside the wheel wells and lower splash
shields. Two nuts and a bolt attach the bumper sides to the front fenders. There are a few more
bolts under the chin, some more plastic clips and three screws on each side. Disconnect the
parking lights and unclip the fog light wiring. Two more bolts hiding under two plastic panels in
the front grill. I pulled the washer bottle apart on the passenger side and loosened the fuse box
on the driver side. Once the bumper was off I cleaned up the areas under the headlights with
some rubbing alcohol. I also took the time to throw some protectant on the plastic splash pans
and wheel well housings. I started on the passenger side. I mounted the large ballast with two
pieces of double sided tape. A strip of 3M double sided tape along the top, one along the bottom
and one large zip tie for good measure. I then attached the second part of the ballast on the
same panel just lower and below the headlamp housing. Two strips of 3M tape and a t tie on
either side. I hooked up the red and black wires from the ballast and wrapped it all up in
electrical tape for protection. Once the ballast had power I began prepping the bulbs. I removed
the halogen bulb and prepped the HID bulb for install. You have to align the H7 HID bulb and
adapter to the housing. Use the factory bulb and adapter for guidance. I installed the bulb and
reinstalled the clip. The factory rubber boot fits snug over the H7 adapter and bulb. I then
connected the bulbs to the harness for the ballast. Passenger side done. The driver side went
much the same way. I decided to remove the headlight too. I was hesitant to go bumping around
with the sensitive HID bulb. I then put the housing back together. I fired the bulbs up, the light
was the same on both sides. Then reassembled everything. I can say that they look very good.
Bright and white. Very close to OEM. The ballasts do take a few seconds to warm the lights up
but the effect is very cool. Thanks guys! Still working on getting some night time pictures.
Bazmx5, they do have H11s available. I'm toying with the Hoens for my fogs and highs. Thanks
for the response Navy, thats what I was hoping to hear. My plans for other lighting upgrades
might be on hold while I consider going back to stock I had Silverstar Ultras in low and fogs. I
think the focus of the bulbs inside the housing is slightly off causing a narrowing of the light
field ahead of the car. The cutoff is nice and true but the light seems to be too focused in front
of the car. I was able to compare it with Loansharks car last night and the OEM pattern was
much wider. With the days getting shorter, I might leave the ballasts in place and go back to
stock for a few days to compare. The sun produces light at the k range. Our eyes are more
receptive to light at around k. The effectiveness of the light starts to drop between k. I went k as
there is a small drop in effective light but it is also completely white. If you are installing a 35w
HID system to the fogs, simply order the specific bulb and it's plug and play from there. The kit
will come with all wires, zip ties and adhesive foam tape you need to install. The only issue I
could see is that the HID bulbs are slightly longer than OEM bulbs so you may need to pull a
little metal shield out of the fog housing if your car has it. There have been a few threads on
here about that. In regards to power, the only time people need more power is when they
upgrade to a 55w system. Cutoff pic. This is a blackberry pic so the color i slightly off, far less
blue than the pic suggests:. It's been about two months now since the puchase and I noticed a
little shaking in the driverside headlamp. I removed the bumper, headlamp and removed th bulb.
It turns out one of the insulators on the metal rod extending to the bulb cracked and is now in
two pieces. I've got an e-mail into DDMTuning. We'll see that they say. It's a ceramic tube that
protects the wire running to the end of the bulb and it seems pretty fragile. All HIDs have this
external wire, some may have better coatings. Despite my issue with the return policy, I ordered
a new pair of bulbs from DDMTuning because they are simply the cheapest out there aside from
some of the ebay suppliers. The bulb above still works and they seem to think it is not a
warranty issue. The new bulbs are k, we"ll see how they look when the come in. Then align
them down slightly. You shouldn't have any problems. This kit is cheap enough to throw way
and replace if it stops working at some point. Ultimately, all of these kits share the same
components and have similar reliability ratings. I would spend as little money as possible. Ok,
so after a week and a half, I finally hve some pics to show. When I openned the package, I could

tell that there was something different right away. The k H7 bulbs had a thinner oval base and
the adapter was a different design, it had a slit that ran down the side and along the bottom of
the adapter. After preparing for install, it became obvious that the new k bulbs were longer than
the adapters were deep. This prevented the adapter from fully seating on the bulb. My MX5
never sees inclimate weather but I do occasionally wash and detail the engine bay. The k bulbs I
originally ordered had a wide base with a rubber seal which fit snuggly into the adapters that
came with them and the factory large grommet seals properly to the adapter making a nice
water tight seal. Before I did anything else, I tried the open base adapters from the DDM k bulbs
on their k bulbs to get an idea of the color difference. The bullbs worked but they were so loose
in the adapter that the pattern was off just sitting in the housing again keeping in mind that the
system would be open to the elements. The color looked so OEM that it almost looked like a
brighter halogen vs. I called DDMTuning to complain citing two points, the loose fitting adapter
and the lack of moisture protection. After much discussion, they confirmed that in the busy
seasons, they will ship bulbs from their two suppliers. The new k thin base bulbs I received
were from a different supplier. They recommended that I send the k thin base bulbs back at my
expense to swap for the k bulbs from the same supplier as my original k bulbs, or they were
willing to talk me thru a process of shimming with washers and electrical tape to get the ks they
sent to work. It was at that point I asked to speak with a manager. After another min of
explaining they agreed to ship me a new set of k bulbs at their expense. On Thursday I had yet
to receive a response. I called in and spoke with their shipping dept to get a tracking number for
the replacements. Turns out they did not ship them and instead were working up a solution that
would allow me to use the bulbs they had sent in the first place. I was furious at this point and
asked to speak with the manager again. The manager came on and made a few suggestions to
get the k to work and it was at this point I told him absolutely not, I want the bulbs he told me
that he would be sending. He agreed to ship them that afternoon. I received the new k bulbs
today and installed them. Their bases are identical to the k I order in the first place. BUT, it
would apppear that the color is the same as well I honestly cannot tell a difference between the
wide base k H7 and the wide base k H7. Please excuse the poor quality. The light is a bit blue as
they were stil warming up in the near single digit temps outside I'll let you guss which is the k
and the k :. I then swapped the two new wide base ks in and they both looked identical to the
original wide base ks. For giggles, I took the passenger side wide base k out and installed the
ill-fitting thin base k in. Keep in mind that in person, it matches the Sylvania Silverstar fogs but
is brighter:. Honestly, I'm happy with the color of the wide base k and wide base k I would
probably be happier with the color of the thin base ks but I can't justify the lack of moisture
protection or the lack of stability. The lesson I guess from all of this is that you get what you pay
for. At the end of the day, I'm going to run the k wide bases and keep the k wide bases on the
shelf as a back up. Hell, maybe the Snowblower culd use em I will say this, I can't imagine
paying more for any other kit on the market and I'm beginning to think here may be some truth
to this flyer I found online:. Well, there seems to be quite a bit of misbadging. My understanding
is that Phillips is no longer making balasts for aftermarket kits and authentic bulbs are few and
far between. As I have worked thru this process I have found that this may be one of thoe times
where cheaper really is better. Ballasts: They either work or they don't. Bulbs: When it comes
down to color range obviously light output from k is going to offer the most output, thats why
manufacturers use them thus making them more OEM and natural looking. Light output below
is good for fog. Light output above is mostl aesthetic unless you have boosted wattage to
compnsate for the decreased output but even then anything more than k can look out of place
and distracting. There does not seem to be any continuity in the HID industry and would
imagine most bulb ratings are based on a range more so than a specific k value Instead when
considering bulbs you need to think about your application, design of the bulb housing itself
and moisture protection. I would havee been willing to pay more for a bulb with a metal base vs
composite but at the end of the day, the wide plastic base with the the thin rubber cover fit into
the adapters tightly which then fit snuggly in my unmodified OEM rubber headlamp boot
providing a nice weather tight and stable rubber seal. I don't know that a premium bulb would
have offered thes advantages. Wiring: Really not much to consider here as in all of my research
the wiring is never a fault point. It offers a lifetime warranty on ballast and bulbs if you choose
to utilize it but is cheap enough to disgard or replace at will. Despite some of the customer
service issues I had, I would have a hard time not recommending this kit to others. There has
been one more little issue I hav looking to resolve. From day one, there is a prominent shadow
cone that appears from the lower left that narrows to the center of the beam pattern. This
reduces the light cast on the ground to the left. Initially I thought this was perhaps due to some
left hand drive beam pattern adjustment but after a little thinking, I've come to the
understanding that the cone is from the shadow of the ceramic tube covering the wire running

to the end of the bulb. This was confirmed when I noticed that the k thin base had a narrower
ceramic tube pass side headlamp than the k wide base bulb comparo. This resulted in less
shadow:. I found a thread on the Hyundai Sonata forum where people had complained about
similar issues. Someone got ambitious and dremeled the bulb to allow it to position the ceramic
tube degrees from the way it was designed and it worked making the light distribution nice and
even. I decided to experiment and sure enough it worked:. So, if you get aftermarket HIDs and
you get a shadow cone, simply dremel the base and rotate to fit your needs! I've had some
members ask why I pulled the HIDs, here are my thoughts:. I decided to pull them for a few
reasons, most are pretty nit picky. Back story: I don't do much driving with the MX5 at night.
The times I do, there is never any rain or snow. Ultimately I found a few short comings. First, the
bulbs bounce a little in the housings. How familiar are you with the H7 bulb and retainer clip?
The bases vary greatly in size and shape. The problem I noticed immediately is that the OEM
halogen bulbs have a plastic adapter that holds them into the housing. There are little metal
clips that then secure the plastic base into the headlamp. Then a large rubber grommet seals
around the headlamp and the base of the bulb. This prevents moisture from building in the
lamp:. The Mazda grommet seals well against the adapter but if moisture got in behind, it could
be interoduced into the housings. Luckily, the bases in my kit were shaped nearly the same size
as the inside of the HID adapter and a thin coating of rubber helped seal them. Of the three sets
of H7 bulbs I have for this car, only one came with the wider bases that seal. Most are different.
Once installed, there was still enough play to move the bases inisde the housing. With my RX8
yellow sways and the chassis braces, the result is bulbs bouncing in their housings over rough
roads. Second, the focus is still slightly off. The very slight difference in the position of the salts
causes the light pattern to be more focused directly in front of the car. Much the way a flashlight
beam is altered by moving the reflector in relation to the bulb. I know others have recommended
using thin spacers to adjust. I wasn't that interested in sourcing the correctly sized or the
proper material for the spacers. Lastly, the bulbs listed in the OEM k range were still a little too
blue for my liking. The light color range varies greatly from manufacturer to manufacturer. Of
the three sets I have, two identified as k, one set identified as k, two actually appear to be k, one
should be k. Unfortunately the k had the smaller non-sealing base. Using the k, the light was
white enough, but the cutoff was very blue. With the bulbs shifting over bumps, the cutoff would
alter. This magnified the flashing effect that oncoming traffic experiances at the cutoff point
except that the light looked blue. There were times that the light reflceted off signs and I thought
a police car was behind me Switching to the German spec Osram 65w H7s H7 metal bases, H9
bulbs offered better light output than stock, OEM color and no risk to burning the housings.
Simple plug and play. I'm happy enough for now. The problem even with a good kit is that the
bulb needs to be rotated degrees to get rid of the shadow cone. Not too keen on trimming an
expensive bulb. Ultimately I reverted back to halogen for the same reasons plus I couldn't stand
the bouncing when I hit rougher roads. I'm using the Osram 65w rallye bulbs and they are
brighter from the driver seat than stock but dont look much different from any other
perspective. Report This. You must be logged in to rate content! Login Register. Join the
Community Today! Register Here. Stock halogen headlights are critically inadequate for night
time driving. Using this kit, you can retrofit your NC's headlights with modern HID technology,
leagues ahead of the original option! The positive side, they are unbelievably cheap. The
negative side? Typically, these setups:. We also offer the option of 50W ballasts and
accompanying k bulbs instead of the OEM-spec 35W ballasts and K bulbs. There are pros and
cons to using 50W ballasts, so please select the kit that best suits your personal preference.
Xenon bulbs are manufactured to run at 35W, however they can be over-driven to produce more
light than would normally be available at a lower wattage. The color temperature of the bulbs is
shifted LOWER more yellow with increased wattage however the color temperature can be
shifted back up to normal, around k, by using K bulbs , which is why we will supply the 50W
ballasts with K bulbs. At the end of the day, yes, the total light output is increased, but it does
not change the beam pattern with which it is distributed, so you simply end up with a
BRIGHTER light, not wider or longer throw. Is this a good thing? Sometimes yes, sometimes no.
In the city where streets are well lit, the extra light from the 50w ballasts is definitely welcome,
but on very dimly lit back-roads the contrast difference between foreground and background
could feel overwhelming to some, and reflector signs will appear very reflective. It is a personal
choice whether this increased light output is right for you, but if in doubt remember that the
OEM standard is 35W. Add to Cart. Typically, these setups: Blind other drivers Have a horrible
field of view Severely scatter the light Have uneven lighting with no cutoff Actually WORSEN
your night vision Intensely bright light is thrown in the foreground. This bright light makes your
pupils close, causing your distance night-vision to become worse than with your stock halogen
lights! Mazda MX-5 NC : 2-door roadster , 2-door hardtop , 1. If your Mazda MX-5 hid bi-xenon

headlights have problem, like light failure, dipped beam not working, flickering or have any
other issues, you only need to change or replacement related original xenon parts like: ballast,
gas discharge bulb, igniter or wire harness, cable to repair your HID light is ok, no need to cost
a lot of money to buy a whole brand new headlight assembly like the car dealer suggest. If you
find the right part you want to order here, don't hesitate to email us. Our email address is:
oemxenonshop gmail. Ps: In order to get more effective and faster communication, please email
us with the following details:. Please let us know where are you come from We can check
shipping cost to your place directly with this information. Email us the production year and
model of your car. It's better to show us the picture of the part you need or tell us the part
number. The order quantity you need. We normally use express to do the shipment, working
days, the goods will arrive you. Alfa Romeo. Aston Martin. Land Rover. Mercedes Benz.
Rolls-Royce motor cars. Vauxhall Opel. About Shipping Detail. About Payment Detail. Prev 1 2
Next. Also, by producing certain temperatures, our TD Xenon 35 Watt HID Conversion Kits can
reliably produce truer colored light, more consistently without fading out like coated bulbs do.
By just connecting a few plug and play connections and then mounting the ballast in a secure
spot, you can experience K supreme brightness in a high expanded field of vision. Also, by
producing certain temperatures, our TD Xenon HID Conversion Kits can reliably produce truer
colored light, more consistently without fading out like coated bulbs do. By just connecting a
few plug and play connections and then mounting the SLIM ballast in a secure spot, you can
experience K supreme brightness in a high expanded field of vision. Also, by producing certain
temperatures, Xenon HID Conversion Kits can reliably produce truer colored light, more
consistently without fading out like coated bulbs do. Conversion Kit, you can convert your
stock halogens to super bright HID lighting too. Also, by producing certain temperatures, Hi
Watt Xenon HID Conversion Kits can reliably produce truer colored light, more consistently
without fading out like coated bulbs do. By just connecting a few plug and play connections and
then mounting the ballast in a secure spot, you can experience k supreme brightness in a high
expanded field of vision. Also, by producing certain temperatures, our TD Xenon 50 Watt HID
Conversion Kits can reliably produce truer colored light, more consistently without fading out
like coated bulbs do. QTY: 0. All rights reserved. User Rating. Free Continental US. In Stock
Ships out in 24 to 72 hours. A lot of work goes into making a car look like that. Being the most
mod-friendly Miata, the NA is ideal for aftermarket upgrades of all kinds. Especially cosmetic
modifications. If you want to modify them, you get to decide whether to keep the pop-up
mechanism or not. If you want to improve this already awesome design, you can make it more
functional and modern with mods like these. This simple NA Miata headlight conversion style
can dramatically change the look of your car. It involves replacing the 7-inch round lights with
slimmer, rectangular light bars. The slim profile of these light bars allows you to reduce the
opening angle of your headlights. Building low-profile lights is quite simple. If you decide to buy
a partially assembled kit instead of building it yourself, these are the ones we recommend:.
Direct-fit headlight kits are usually expensive, but in exchange, you end up with a more reliable
conversion. This easily reversible square headlight conversion kit for the Miata involves the
reuse of your stock headlight assembly. The light output can be further improved by switching
to LED lights. When compared to Jass Performance, this one is twice as expensive due to its
twin headlight setup. Each headlight comes with two DOT approved Hella lamps, separately
wired for high and low beam. Though it looks complicated to assemble, the instruction manual
makes the process much simpler. Switching to LEDs is a great option if you want a different
look without changing the angle of your pop-up lights. The installation is as simple as plug and
play. The best part about this easy swap is the variety of lights you can choose from. You can
get a halo ring, unique LED patterns, different beam functions, app-controlled light colors, you
name it. The ones used here boast a color temperature of K. With these LED lights, you get a
maximum output of lumens on each side. They even come with a turn signal connection which
makes the whole ring glow amber along with your indicators. At a maximum of lumens each,
these DOT approved lights get quite hot but the aluminum body helps get rid of the heat
effectively. Anything more than that may blind oncoming traffic. The power output is quite
limited and so, these lights are really safe. But, if you want something more modern and
practical, you can replace them with fixed headlights. This headlight style has some obvious
advantages like better visibility, fewer moving parts, and better aerodynamics. This style does
not look out of place on the NA Miata at all. You could buy an old, beat up Miata for the same
price. These fixed headlights use the same 7-inch light bar seen on their low-profile kit. Most
notable advantages include a clean look, arguably better aerodynamics and an optional cold air
intake duct. After ruling the compact roadster segment for a decade, Mazda rolled out a
completely redesigned version of the Miata in The most noticeable visual change with the NB
Miata was its upgraded headlights. Though they look great as they are, the aftermarket options

are too good to pass up. The Morette design features 3 lights placed in a row with a body-color
faceplate. If you want to transform the look of your NB Miata from plain to racey in 0 seconds,
get these headlights. It beats getting a smoked lens as it gives you a similar look without
compromising on visibility. Miatas cater to a wide audience and not everyone may appreciate
this style. But if you like the look of halo rings on a black background, then definitely consider
switching to these aftermarket lights. Pair these lights with a red NB Miata and you get a fun
little roadster that looks like a baby- Viper. Do bear in mind that these lights are only a visual
upgrade. Not everyone is a fan of the blacked-out headlight style. Some enthusiasts like to
enhance the stock look only slightly, with subtle changes. If this sounds like something more
suited to your style, you will like the option in this section. The chrome housing does a better
job at reflecting light as opposed to the black one. It is important that a headlight conversion kit
has the right balance between looks and light output. The Low-profile kit by Cobalt is a clear
winner when it comes to both form and function. If affordability is a concern and you still want
the best of both worlds, then LED replacement lights are the way to go. Some even feel they
make the NB look like a baby Dodge Viper. Your email address will not be published. Up next.
Share article The post has been shared by 1 people. Facebook 1. Twitter 0. Pinterest 0. Mail 0.
Hope that helps! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Our HID
Lights come with a free two year warranty! Including but not limited to: Upgrading your factory
halogen headlights have never been easier. We have been through many different style bulbs
and ballasts over the years as the technology progresses. We currently offer some of the best
components in the industry. Unlike other vendors, we have a call center based in the United
States and can answer any questions you may have about our products or if you need
installation assistance. Customer service is our number one priority. Upgrade your headlights
today to enhance your light output by up to five times that of a standard factory halogen bulb.
We stand behind the products we sell. They will work, we guarantee it. HID's have been around
long enough now that we as a supplier have seen it all. We have seen it all and can get your
vehicle upgraded with little effort and no headaches. Simply remove your original headlight
bulbs and install the bulbs and ballast with plug and play connectors for your original headlight
harness that connected to your factory halogen bulb. Our highest level of performance and
quality. This ballast is top of the line. Double can bus technology. They do not make a 55w
ballast better than this. Our standard 35w ballasts are up to 3x brighter than your factory
halogen bulbs. More wattage means more light output. Increased power means it has a higher
electrical draw. We suggest adding a relay harness to our 55w HID Kits. This will supply power
directly from the battery. Our 55w ballasts have a double canbus ballast feature. This is a
canbus module inline on the input ballast wires that provides resistance and stabilizes the
fluctuating power consumption. In some cases, this feature is needed if the vehicle has a
canbus headlight system from the factory. It will not hurt or harm any vehicle that does not need
or use this type of system and it will provide a very reliable ballast. This type of Canbus
headlight system is used in most high end man
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ufactures. We offer you all the accessories that you need for your lighting upgrades! This color
cuts through precipitation fog very well. This is a mostly white color output with a baby blue
hue to the outside of the beam pattern. It is mostly blue with just a slight white color output.
This is our deepest blue output. Our Relay supplies power directly from the battery. Our Relay
harness uses the correct gauge wiring for the amp draw of the ballasts. This helps ignite the
bulbs during cold startups as the ballasts pull a higher amp draw until the component reaches
operating temperature. We consider this an upgrade and is not needed for installation on most
applications. HID Kit Type:. Xenon lights have many advantages over those old Mazda MX5
Miata filament bulbs like longer life, lower power consumption, and more vivid color. HID
conversion kits are a great upgrade. We stand behind our product with great customer service
and offer a lifetime warranty upgrade for your HID conversions.

